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Abstract�This paper addresses the problem of trading�o�
between the minimization of program and data memory re�
quirements of single�processor implementations of data�ow
programs� Based on the formal model of synchronous data
�ow �SDF� graphs �	
� so called single appearance schedules
are known to be program�memory optimal� Among these
schedules� bu�er memory schedules are investigated and ex�
plored based on a two�step approach� �	� An evolutionary
algorithm �EA� is applied to eciently explore the �in gen�
eral� exponential search space of actor �ring orders� ���
For each order� the bu�er costs are evaluated by applying
a dynamic programming post�optimization step �GDPPO��
This iterative approach is compared to existing heuristics
for bu�er memory optimization�

Keywords� Data�ow� evolutionary algorithms� memory
management� software synthesis�

I� Introduction

S
OFTWARE synthesis has become an important compo�
nent of the implementation process for embedded VLSI

systems due to �exibility and time�to�market considera�
tions�
Synchronous data�ow �SDF� ��	 is a restricted form of

data�ow in which the nodes
 called actors have a simple
�ring rule� The number of data values �tokens� samples�
produced and consumed by each actor is �xed and known
at compile�time� The SDF model is used in industrial DSP
design tools
 e�g�
 SPW by Cadence
 COSSAP by Syn�
opsys
 as well as in research�oriented environments
 e�g�

Ptolemy �	
 GRAPE ��	
 and COSSAP ��	� Those systems
include code generation tools with code �usually optimized
assembly code� stored for each actor in a target�speci�c li�
brary� Typically
 code is generated from a given schedule
by instantiating actor code in the �nal program by code in�
lining� Subroutine calls may have unacceptable overhead

especially if there are many small tasks�
With this model
 it is evident that the size of the re�

quired program memory strongly depends on the number
of times an actor appears in a schedule
 and so called single
appearance schedules where each actor appears only once
are program memory optimal� Results on the existence of
such schedules for general SDF graphs are discussed in ��	�
In this paper
 we treat the problem of generating single

appearance schedules that minimize the amount of required
bu�er memory for the class of acyclic SDF graphs� Such a
methodology may be considered as part of a general frame�
work ��	 that considers general SDF graphs and generates
schedules for acyclic subgraphs using our approach�
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A� Motivation

For a given acyclic SDF graph
 the number of single ap�
pearance schedules that must be investigated is at least
equal to �and often much greater than� the number of topo�
logical sorts of actors in the graph� This number may be
exponential in the size of the graph� e�g�
 a complete bi�
partite graph with n nodes has �n��� possible topological
sorts� This complexity prevents techniques based on enu�
meration from being applicable�
In ��	
 a heuristic called APGAN is introduced that is

used inside state of the art design systems such as Ptolemy
and SPW� It constructs a schedule with the objective to
minimize bu�er memory� This procedure of low polynomial
time complexity has been shown to give optimal results for
a certain class of graphs having relatively regular structure�
Also
 a complementary procedure called RPMC �also part
of Ptolemy� that works well on more irregular graph struc�
tures is discussed and compared to our approach here�
Experiments show that although being computationally

e�cient and providing good performance on many applica�
tions
 these heuristics can sometimes produce results that
are far from optimal ��	� However
 in embedded DSP ap�
plications
 code�optimality is often critical
 and implemen�
tations are changed very infrequently
 if at all ��	� Hence

compilation times in the order of minutes
 hours
 or even
days are tolerable� Thus
 the motivation of the following
work was to develop a methodology that can exploit in�
creased tolerance for long compile time to improve signif�
icantly on results produced by state of the art algorithms
such as APGAN and RPMC�

B� Proposed Approach

We propose a unique two�step approach to �nd bu�er�
minimal schedules�
� An evolutionary algorithm �EA� is used to e�ciently ex�
plore the space of topological sorts of actors of a given SDF
graph�
� For each topological sort
 a bu�er optimal schedule is
constructed based on a well�known dynamic programming
post optimization step
 called GDPPO ��	� Given a lexical
ordering L of actors of an SDF graph G
 GDPPO con�
structs a schedule whose bu�er memory requirement is less
than or equal to the lowest bu�er memory requirement over
all single�appearance schedules for G that have lexical or�
dering L� If G is without delay
 then the output of GDPPO
will leave the lexical ordering L unchanged� otherwise
 de�
lays in G may be exploited to improve the lexical ordering�
The run�time of GDPPO is O�N��
 where N is the number
of actors�

C� Motivation for Using an Evolutionary Algorithm �EA�

In order to e�ciently explore the search space
 an evo�
lutionary algorithm is a promising choice for the following
reasons�



�

� Topological sorts may be easily coded using an evolution�
ary algorithm� Details on the coding scheme will be given
in the following section�
� Evolutionary algorithms perform a parallel sampling of
the search space by working on populations of individuals�
� The optimization function is allowed to be non�linear and
arbitrarily complex�
� Like other probabilistic search approaches
 evolution�
ary algorithms can meaningfully exploit whatever level of
compile�time tolerability is available to an embedded sys�
tem designer� In contrast
 deterministic algorithms take a
�xed amount of time on a given platform
 and cannot make
use of additional �computational energy� that is available�
� Evolutionary algorithms provide a �exible
 robust search
strategy that has proven to be applicable for a large number
of useful problems�

D� Related Work

The interaction between instruction scheduling and reg�
ister allocation in procedural language compilers has been
studied extensively ��	
 ��	
 and optimal management of this
interaction is known to be intractable ���	� More recently

the issue of optimal storage allocation has been examined
in the context of high�level synthesis for iterative DSP pro�
grams ���	
 and code generation for embedded processors
that have highly irregular instruction formats and register
sets ��	
 ��	� For irregular embedded processors
 code gen�
eration techniques have also been developed for the purpose
of minimizing the amount of memory required to store a
program�s code ���	
 ���	� However
 because of their focus
on �ne�grain scheduling
 the above e�orts apply to a homo�
geneous data �ow model�that is
 a model in which each
computation �data�ow vertex� produces and consumes a
single value to�from each incident edge� In particular these
e�orts do not address the challenges of keeping code size
costs manageable in general SDF graphs
 in which actor
production and consumption parameters may be arbitrary�
Preliminary ideas of our work can be found in ���	
 ���	


and a detailed presentation of the ideas in this paper can
be found in ��	�

II� The SDF�scheduling framework

A� Background and Notation

De�nition II�� �SDF graph� An SDF graph G denotes a
��tuple G � �V�A� produced� consumed� delay� where
� V is the set of nodes �actors� �V � fv�� v�� � � � � vNg��
� A is the set of directed edges� With source��� �sink����

we denote the source node �target node� of an edge � � A�
� produced � A � N denotes a function that assigns to
each directed edge � � A the number of produced tokens
produced��� per invocation of actor source����
� consumed � A � N denotes a function that assigns to
each directed edge � � A the number of consumed tokens
per invocation of actor sink����
� delay � A� N� denotes the function that assigns to each
edge � � A the number of initial tokens delay����
A schedule is a sequence of actor �rings� A properly�

constructed SDF graph is compiled by �rst constructing a
�nite schedule S that �res each actor at least once
 does
not deadlock
 and produces no net change in the number
of tokens queued on each edge� When such a schedule is

A B C D
4 3 11 2 3

Fig� �� A simple SDF graph�

repeated in�nitely
 we call the resulting in�nite sequence
of actor �rings a valid periodic schedule
 or simply valid
schedule�
SDF graphs for which valid schedules exist are called

consistent graphs� Systematic techniques exist to e�ciently
determine whether or not a given SDF graph is consistent
and to compute the minimum number of times that each
actor must execute in the body of a valid schedule ��	� We
represent these minimum numbers of �rings by a function
qG or simply q in case G is known from the context with
q � V � N�
Example II��� Figure � shows an example of an SDF

graph with four nodes and three edges� The four nodes
�actors� are labeled A�B�C�D� The graph is consistent

because there exists a �non�zero� �nite actor �ring se�
quence such that the initial token con�guration is obtained
again� The minimal number of actor �rings is obtained as
q�A� � �
 q�B� � q�C� � �
 q�D� � �� The schedule

���
ABC�DABCDBC�
ABCD�A�
BC��
ABC�A�
BCD�� ���

represents a valid schedule for this graph�
Here
 a parenthesized term �n S� S� � � � Sk� speci�es
n successive �rings of the �subschedule� S� S� � � � Sk�
Each parenthesized term �n S� S� � � � Sk� is referred to
as a schedule loop having iteration count n and iterands
S�� S�� � � � � Sk� We say that a schedule for an SDF graph is
a looped schedule if it contains zero or more schedule loops�
Thus
 the looped quali�cation indicates that the schedule
in question may contain one or more schedule loops
 but
the existence of a loop is not required�
A schedule is called single appearance schedule if it con�

tains only one appearance of each actor�
Example II�	� The schedules ����A���B���C���D��

and ������A���BC����D�� are both valid single appear�
ance schedules for the graph shown in Fig� ��

B� Code generation model and objective function

We consider the problem of code generation by code in�
lining given an SDF graph while considering single pro�
cessor implementations� Corresponding to each actor in a
valid schedule S
 we insert a code block that is obtained
from a library of prede�ned actors
 and the resulting se�
quence of code blocks is encapsulated within an in�nite
loop to generate a software implementation� Each sched�
ule loop thereby is translated into a loop in the target code�
Implied by this model of code generation
 any valid sin�

gle appearance schedule gives the minimum code space
�program memory� cost� This approximation
 however
 ne�
glects the code size overhead of implementing loops��

The objective function to minimize is the bu�er cost
�data memory� c which for a given schedule S is given by

c � c�S� �
X

��A

max tokens��� S�

�In practical SDF models of applications� the code size overhead
of a loop is typically small compared to the size of individual code
blocks� Thus� in our context� neglecting loop overhead does not lead
to misleading results in focusing on single appearance schedules for
code size minimization�
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Here
 max tokens��� S� denotes the maximum number of
tokens that accumulate on edge � during the execution of
S��

III� The Evolutionary Algorithm

The term evolutionary algorithm �EA� ���	 stands for a
class of computational models that mimic natural evolu�
tion in order to solve arbitrary optimization problems� In
general
 an EA is characterized by three facts� i� a set �pop

ulation� of solution candidates �individuals� is maintained

which ii� undergoes a �tness�based selection process and iii�
is manipulated by genetic operators
 usually recombination
and mutation�

Here
 each individual is a permutation over the set of
nodes in the given SDF graph� Since we are only interested
in topological sorts
 each permutation is deterministically
transformed into a topological sort using a simple repair
mechanism� Furthermore
 two special order�based genetic
operators were chosen that do not destroy the permuta�
tion property of individuals� In detail
 the �ow of the EA
implemented in this study is as follows�

Step �� Initialization� Create an initial population P
containing N randomly generated permutations
over the set of nodes�

Step 	� Fitness assignment� For each individual �per�
mutation� i � P do
�� Map the permutation i unambiguously to a
topological sort T by running a topological sort al�
gorithm on i�here
 the tie between several nodes
with no incoming edges is not broken at random

but always the leftmost node in i is selected�
� Run GDPPO on T 
 yielding bu�er cost c�
�� Assign i the �tness value fi � c�

Step �� Selection� Reproduce individuals using binary
tournament selection
 i�e
 set P � � �
 and perform
the following two steps N times�
�� Select two individuals i� j � P at random�
� If fi � fj then copy i to P

� else copy j to P ��
Step �� Recombination� Set P �� � �� While P � not

empty do
�� Choose two individuals i� j � P � at random
and remove them from P ��
� Recombine i and j using uniform order�based
crossover ���	� The resulting children are k and l�
�� Add k and l to P �� with probability pc
�crossover rate�� Otherwise add i and j to P ���

Step � Mutation� Set P ��� � �� For each individual
i � P �� do
�� Mutate i by permuting the nodes between
two selected positions �scramble sublist mutation
���	�� The resulting mutated individual is j�
� Add j to P ��� with probability pm �mutation
rate�� Otherwise add i to P ����

Step �� Elitism� Replace one arbitrary individual in P ���

by i � P for which fi is minimal regarding P �
Step �� Termination� Set P � P ���� If the maximum

number of �tness evaluations Fmax is reached then
stop else go to Step �

�This model assumes that a distinct area of memory is allocated
for each edge in the graph�

TABLE I

Comparison of buffer cost on the practical examples��

Ex� APGAN RPMC MC HC EA EA �
�RAPGAN� APGAN
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IV� A randomized version of APGAN

It is usually possible to systematically incorporate ran�
domization into a deterministic optimization algorithm�
This can signi�cantly increase the search space covered
by the algorithm
 and exploit increased computational ca�
pacity� Here
 we also compared the performance of the
evolutionary strategy to a randomized version of APGAN
�called RAPGAN�� One key input to RAPGAN is a ran

domization parameter p
 which determines the �degree of
randomness� that is introduced into the APGAN schedul�
ing approach� The case p � � corresponds to the original
APGAN algorithm
 and as p decreases from � to �
 the de�
terministic factors that guide the APGAN algorithm have
progressively less in�uence on scheduling decisions� Details
of the RAPGAN algorithm formulation can be found in ��	�

V� Experiments

A� Methodology

The EA was tested on several practical examples of
acyclic
 multirate SDF graphs as well as on �� acyclic ran�
dom graphs
 each containing �� nodes and having ��� edges
in average� The obtained results were compared against
the outcomes produced by APGAN
 RAPGAN
 RPMC

Monte Carlo �MC�
 and hill climbing �HC�� MC generates
a certain number of solutions at random
 the best topolog�
ical sort found is taken as the outcome� In contrast
 HC
generates new points in the search space by mutating the
best topological sort found so far� We also tried a slightly
modi�ed version of the EA that �rst runs APGAN and
then inserts the computed topological sort into the initial
population �EA  APGAN��
Each EA run was performed using the parameters� N �

��
 pc � ��
 pm � ���� The EA
 MC and HC ran for ����
�tness evaluations each� In the case of RAPGAN
 several
runs were carried out per graph
 such that the total of the
run�time was equal to the EA�s run�time on that particular
graph� the best value achieved during the various runs was
taken as the �nal result� The randomization parameter p
of RAPGAN was set to p � ����

B� Practical Examples of SDF Graphs

In all of the practical benchmark examples that make
up Table I the results achieved by the EA equal or surpass

�The following systems were considered� �� fractional decimation�

� Laplacian pyramid� �� nonuniform �lterbank ����� 
�� splits� 	
channels�� 	� nonuniform �lterbank ����� 
�� splits� � channels�� ��
QMF nonuniformtree �lterbank� �� QMF �lterbank �onesided tree��
�� QMF analysis only� �� QMF tree �lterbank �	 channels�� �� QMF
tree �lterbank �� channels�� ��� QMF tree �lterbank ��� channels��
��� satellite receiver�



	

TABLE II

Comparison of performance on ��� ���actor SDF graphs� for each row the numbers represent the fraction of random

graphs on which the corresponding heuristic outperforms the other approaches�

� APGAN RAPGAN RPMC MC HC EA EA � APGAN

APGAN �� ���� �	��� ��� �� �� ��
RAPGAN ����� �� �	��� ����� ����� �
��� ���
RPMC ���� ���� �� ����� ���� 	��� ����
MC ��� ��� 
���� �� ���� ���� ��
HC ���� �	��� ���� ����� �� 
�� �
�
EA ��� 
�� ����� ����� ��� �� ���
EA � APGAN ���� 
���� �
��� ��� ����� ����� ��

the ones generated by RPMC� Compared to APGAN on
these practical examples
 the EA is neither inferior nor su�
perior� it shows both better and worse performance in two
cases each� However
 the randomized version of APGAN
is only outperformed in one case by the EA� Furthermore

HC and EA show almost identical performance
 while MC
achieves slightly worse results than the other probabilistic
algorithms�

C� Random SDF Graphs

The experiments concerning the random graphs are sum�
marized in Table II�	 Interestingly
 for these graphs AP�
GAN is better than MC only in ��! of all cases and better
than the EA only in two cases� However
 it is outperformed
by the EA ��! of the time� This is almost identical to the
comparison of HC and APGAN� As RPMC is known to
be better suited for irregular graphs than APGAN ��	
 its
better performance �����!� is not surprising when directly
compared to APGAN� Nevertheless
 it is beaten by the EA
as well as HC in more than ��! of the time� Also
 RAP�
GAN outperforms APGAN and RPMC by a wide margin�
compared to both EA and HC directly
 it shows slightly
worse performance��

In average the bu�er costs achieved by the EA are half
the costs computed by APGAN and only a fraction of ��!
of the RPMC outcomes� Moreover
 an improvement by a
factor � can be observed on a particular random graph
with respect to APGAN �factor of �� regarding RPMC��
Compared to MC
 it is the same
 although the margin is
smaller �in average the results of the EA are a fraction of
����! of the costs achieved by MC�� HC
 however
 might
be an alternative to the EA
 although the costs achieved
by the EA deviate from the costs produced by HC only by
a factor of ����! in average� This also suggests that i� the
EA might be improved using a more specialized crossover
operator and ii� Simulated Annealing
 for instance
 could
be a good optimization algorithm with this problem
 too�
However
 this has not been investigated further in this pa�
per� Finally
 the RAPGAN results are worse by less than
�! of the EA results with regard to the magnitude of the
bu�er cost�

VI� Summary and Conclusions

Although being computationally more expensive than
existing state of the art algorithms
 our new approach for
�nding bu�er�optimal schedules among the set of program�
memory schedules for uni�processor implementations of
SDF graphs using an evolutionary algorithm �EA� has been
shown to �nd better solutions in a reasonable amount of

�The EA ran about � minutes on each graph� the time for running
APGAN was consistently less than � seconds on a SUN SPARC 
��
�This holds for di�erent values of the randomization parameter p

as has been veri�ed experimentally�

run�time� The di�erences in quality seem to become even
more severe for larger graphs with irregular structures�
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